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How far would you go for fame?
Michael, Ashleigh, Tate and Ayvin hope that the poorly
written but creatively approached “Bloody Summer” will be
their ticket to Hollywood. The film’s enigmatic director,
Cully McDonough (J. Jesse Harley), ushers the cast to an
isolated cabin deep in the woods for a week of rehearsals
and to “put them in the right mindset” for the upcoming
shoot and a possible jackpot along the lines of “The Blair
Witch Project.”
But when one of the actors disappears, a string of
deadly encounters has the group wondering who to trust and what else might be wandering the woods with them.
In this chilling mock horror from director Nathan
Logan Hanley (“Duck Duck Goose”) and producers J. Jesse
Harley (“Stone Tears”) and Tyler Hanley (“The Vigilante
Memoirs”), one terrified cast and its ambitious director
are about discover that independent film can be murder.

ABOUT THE STORY

“To these actors, ‘Bloody Summer’ seems like a
creative idea, like the next ‘Blair Witch Project’,” says
Tyler Hanley, one of the stars of “Rehearsal,” the new
independent feature from director Nathan Logan Hanley.
“It’s every aspiring actor’s dream to be in the next
big indie hit -- the next ‘Clerks’ or ‘El Mariachi.’ And
these young actors trust the producer and the director.
They believe in the creative process. My character,
Michael, is so eager to make something of his life and not

end up a perpetual waiter that he takes certain risks the
average person may not,” Tyler says.
Nathan Logan Hanley writes and directs the film.
“The evening news and television in general were big
inspirations for the concept. It’s really a social
commentary about our fascination with fame and our
fascination with violence in media,” Nathan says.
“Some of the plot was based on a film I made in 1999
called ‘Duck Duck Goose.’ It has a similar theme, but ‘Duck
Duck Goose’ was more of a whodunit-style mystery. My
brother always loved the idea and convinced me to re-work
it. This time I went with a horror movie as the backdrop.
But it’s the same motive. It’s all about the motive,”
Nathan says.
In “Rehearsal,” eight young San Francisco actors are
cast in a low-budget horror film entitled “Bloody Summer.”
The director (J. Jesse Harley as Cully McDonough) is
incredibly ambitious and diligent, so most of the actors
are convinced his approach will ultimately make the film a
hit. And when he informs them that rehearsals will take
place on location at an isolated cabin in the La Honda
hills -- where they will eat, sleep and practice for one
week -- they embrace the idea with little apprehension.
It’s a relatively short drive from San Francisco to La
Honda, so one of the actors (Trent Oler as John Bodie)
agrees to taxi the cast and crew in his large passenger
van. After a fun-filled first night, Michael wakes to find
that John is missing, which leads the rest of the players
to split up and search for him so rehearsals can officially
begin.
But there’s something sinister behind John’s sudden
disappearance, and everyone is soon wishing they had not
signed on for “Bloody Summer” as the events that unfold

begin to eerily mirror the script they’re supposed to be
rehearsing.
“I feel the movie is very unique and hopefully
poignant. It certainly isn’t run-of-the-mill stuff,” Nathan
says.
J. Jesse Harley produces the film alongside Nathan and
Tyler Hanley.
“The story works on many levels, as it has scenes of
peril, comedy, romance, drama. It’s a piece many can
enjoy,” Harley says.
“The script sets itself apart from other scripts in
that it exposes the very real beginnings of low-budget
filmmaking. I loved it, especially the ending, and I felt
an immediate rapport with my co-producers,” Harley adds.
Violence and mystery transform the “Bloody Summer”
rehearsal into an actor’s worst nightmare, and four
castmates form a natural bond amidst the turmoil. Michael,
Ashleigh (Nina Kate), Tate (Cody Page) and Ayvin (Bria
Wing) become their own best chance for survival.
“They begin to rely on each other, to trust each
other,” Tyler says. “It’s as if they all start to
understand that filmmaking doesn’t always mean fame. And
looking at the world through rose-colored glasses can be
very dangerous.”

ABOUT THE CHARACTERS

“We got really lucky with the cast. The perfect people
showed up at the perfect time,” Nathan says.
Tyler Hanley plays Michael, a struggling actor who is
cast as the lead in “Bloody Summer.” Having worked
alongside Nathan on many other films – and the fact that
the two are “mirror image” identical twins – made casting
Tyler a natural choice for Nathan.
“I really love working with Ty because we have the
same goals and like a lot of the same things,” Nathan says.
“Man does he work hard. He really believes in what he’s
doing and will bleed and sweat to make sure it comes
together.”
According to Nathan, Michael is the cool-headed member
of the group.
“Michael’s really easy-going, but brave and very selfconfident. He’s the nice guy that can get along with
anybody,” Nathan says.
New York native Nina Kate was cast as Ashleigh, the
independent daughter of a soldier/hippie (Ashleigh: “My dad
was a marine before he heard the Grateful Dead and started
taking acid”) who becomes the story’s heroine.

“Ashleigh’s tough and doesn’t put up with crap. She
wants to have fun but will put someone in their place if
they get out of line,” Nathan says.
After the screenplay was written, Nathan and Tyler
enlisted fellow filmmaker J. Jesse Harley to co-produce the
film. And Harley’s past acting credits – including as an
accused killer in the digital feature “Blood Brothers” –
made him a perfect choice for enigmatic director Cully
McDonough.
“There were many times I felt like I wasn’t Jesse, I
was Cully. I think a lot of that comes from the richness of
Nate’s writing,” Harley says. “Also, having sat in the
director’s chair on several occasions, I rather enjoyed the
scenes when my character is coordinating his own film. He’s
a unique and eclectic filmmaker with a vision, and there
are plenty of times I feel one can empathize with a bizarre
director.”
“Cully is desperate, but very smart,” Nathan adds.
“He’s incredibly ambitious.”
Taking the role of Tate Cole, an injured kickboxer
seeking a new direction in life, is musician Cody Page.
“Tate was a lot of fun to play because I had license to
unleash the red-meat-eating Dude within,” Page teases. “At
the same time, I wanted to keep him as three-dimensional as
possible without turning him into something he’s not. It’s
fun to play a real motherfucker, and Tate runs with the
best of them,” Page says.
To Nathan, Tate is essentially the group’s front-lines
fighter.
“He’s tough as nails and brave as all get-out,” Nathan
says. “He likes to relax and have a good time, but
definitely a guy you’d like at the plate with two outs in
the ninth. He’s a step-up guy.”

Bria Wing plays Ayvin Parker, a naïve but adventurous
girl who shares an unexpected romance with Tate.
“Ayvin is fairly sheltered,” Nathan says. “She’s the
character that kind of represents innocence in general. But
I think she’s really anxious to get out there and get some
experience under her belt. She’s ready to break out of it.”
Rounding out the cast are Gillian Croen as Katie
Cohlman, an audacious actress who auditions on a bet;
musical-theatre alum Jake Hanson as the self-absorbed Nick
Bishop; David Machlan as producer Tim Hogan and Cully’s
right-hand man; Michelle H. Rydberg as the superficial
Summer, who says: “If I’m not on a magazine cover by the
time I’m 30, I’m gonna’ hang myself”; and Trent Oler as
John Bodie, the seemingly indestructible actor whose
disappearance ignites the picture’s anarchy.

ABOUT THE PRODUCTION

Nathan penned the screenplay with a meticulous
approach, following the path he had paved with “Duck Duck
Goose” and “The Vigilante Memoirs.”
“I think about the characters first usually,” Nathan
says. “Once I came up with the idea and some of the
characters, I went and bought a 120-page notebook and a
black pen. Then it was a lot of time at the pub with
usually a Bass or a Guinness and just writing it all
longhand until it was done.”
Once he finished the script, Nathan again began to
collaborate with his brother, Tyler. The twins operate the
production company Mirror Image Entertainment and had
already co-produced five shorts and two features. Working
together came naturally.
“Nate is an amazing storyteller,” Tyler says. “He
truly understands our modern social culture, and he can
transform that into a thoroughly engaging story. The minute
I read the screenplay, I was hooked.”
After Nathan and Tyler had structured their goals for
“Rehearsal,” they brought fellow filmmaker J. Jesse Harley
on board. It was the Hanleys’ first experience working with
a third-party producer. But Harley had already produced
four features on his own, so his influence was an asset to
the production.
“It wasn’t always easy working with another producer
for the first time,” Nathan admits. “But he helped a lot
and we always found a way to work out our differences. We
all wanted to do things that would benefit the movie, and
Jesse’s contributions were absolutely essential to the
movie getting done the way it was.”
Harley agrees that cooperation was an important aspect
of the film’s completion.

“One of the best parts about the three of us working
together was that when it came down to it, we all
understood we just wanted to tell a great story,” Harley
says.
The trio then began its rigorous casting process,
auditioning actors throughout the Bay Area and beyond.
“I always wish I had more roles. We saw a lot of
actors we liked but I didn’t have a part for them. I really
feel for actors – the audition process can be nervewracking,” Nathan says.
Once the cast was set, Harley and the Hanley brothers
revealed an unusual circumstance. The cast and humble crew
(consisting primarily of Nathan and sound designer Philip
Talsky) were to spend four weekends shooting and camping on
set at Harley’s dilapidated family cabin, tucked deep in
the woods of Bear Valley, Calif.
The filming experience was beginning to resemble the
screenplay itself. Based on variables and a shoestring
budget, two actors dropped out.
“I remember Nate was concerned, because the wheels
were already in motion. But we were extremely lucky and
found Cody and Bria about two weeks before shooting
started. They were perfect for the parts,” Tyler says.
“Nate took a very deep breath.”
The final cast embraced the weekend cabin trips and
Nathan’s script, despite the budget-conscious compensation
of food, credit and copy only. Soon it seemed all of the
participants were bonding and enjoying themselves while at
the same time helping make a one-of-a-kind movie.
“Everyone on set was a real joy to work with,” Harley
says. “Unlike some of the characters being portrayed on
camera, the real-life actors all got along. We had plenty
of opportunities to play around with each other, but we all

understood that when Nate called the set to attention,
everyone got into position and took their jobs very
seriously.”
Nathan adds that the cast made the most of weekends
away.
“They were kind of excited about it. I think I was
more nervous than anybody. But we had so much fun. It was
like being at camp without counselors,” Nathan says.
Some obstacles threatened the project, such as when a
flat tire delayed the director for six hours or when Harley
suffered a throat infection three weeks into principal
photography, but the cast and crew pushed forward. Nathan
shot the picture on a Panasonic DVX 100-A camera, which
afforded him the opportunity to get dynamic angles he may
not have been able to obtain otherwise. He was often
spotted lying on the mossy ground, camera in hand, striking
a sense of intimacy between the lens and the actors.
“A good one was the shed scene,” Nathan says. “It was
just me, Cody and Bria. I felt like I was privy to a really
special moment and was so glad I had my camera.”
The actors agree the effort made for a more worthwhile
experience.
“After just one day of filming it’s easy to see how
much time, diligence and preparation is put into this
film,” says actress Bria Wing. “It’s set the bar very high
for other films that I work on.”
Actor David Machlan was thankful to immerse himself in
his role. “Becoming someone written into a story is a true
thrill and I’m always up for the task, as it drives me to
the end with little thought of the time going by in the
process.”
While filming for four weekends in the hills of Bear
Valley, the cast and crew set up tents, shared life stories

and immersed themselves in the tale of “Rehearsal.” And
although Nathan and Tyler Hanley have enjoyed the variation
of their third feature-length collaboration, the purpose
remains consistent.
“We just want to make movies that people want to see,”
Tyler says. “To tell good stories and tell them well.”

ABOUT THE CAST
Tyler Hanley (Michael) began acting in
high school with leading roles in
“Heaven Can Wait” and “The Workroom.”
He then started collaborating with his
twin brother, writer/director Nathan
Logan Hanley. He had major roles in
five shorts, including “The Black Knights,” which garnered
attention at the Tacoma Tortured Artists Film Festival. He
studied acting at San Francisco’s American Conservatory

Theatre in its rigorous Summer Training Congress and
starred in two independent feature films: “Duck Duck Goose”
and “The Vigilante Memoirs.” His stage work includes
“Snoopy - The Musical” and Agatha Christie’s “The
Mousetrap.” He is also a trained kickboxer. For 15 years he
studied with former world champion Francis “Footloose”
Farley. Hanley lives with his brother in Menlo Park, Calif.

Nina Kate (Ashleigh) is a native New
Yorker who has been acting in Bay Area
films since 2003. Some of Kate’s past
projects include feature films “Night
of the Chupacabra” (Best of Festival
Award winner, Berkeley Film and Video Festival), “It’s All
in a Night’s Work” and Gary King’s short “Hubris.” She is
currently working on two feature films: “Silent Alarm” and
“Mandrilla.” Kate studied acting at San Francisco’s
American Conservatory Theatre. Aside from her acting
career, she also has a strong interest in writing. She
currently writes film reviews for Bay Area Casting News.
When not working on set or at her desk, she enjoys playing
the violin. She lives in Los Angeles, Calif.

J. Jesse Harley

(Cully) is a British-

Canadian actor who has performed in

film, television and theatre for more than 10 years. His
feature-film work includes major roles in the independent
films “Blood Brothers,” “The Gathering,” “Stone Tears” and
“The Gargoyle.” He received praise for his portrayal of
Peter Van Daan in a stage production of “The Diary of Anne
Frank.” He is currently editing a documentary about Bay
Area stand-up comics. Harley is also an accomplished
writer, having penned four feature-length screenplays. He
writes a monthly movie e-newsletter for California
subscribers. Harley also enjoys cooking and playing poker –
he is adept at more than a dozen variations of the game. He
lives in Los Angeles, Calif.

Cody Page (Tate) appeared in many
student films and theatre productions
during his collegiate career at
Stanford University, a few of which
afforded him tours of Russia and Great
Britain through various student- and
university-sponsored theater companies. He appeared in the
feature film “Anywhere But Here” starring Susan Sarandon
and Natalie Portman. Since graduating from Stanford, Page
has devoted his attentions to his own brand of
singing/songwriting. He sincerely hopes to inundate your

headphones sometime soon. He lives in Los Altos Hills,
Calif.

Bria Wing (Ayvin) was born and raised
in the Bay Area. She was introduced to
the performing arts through dance at
the age of 5, and for the next 12
years she performed in ballets, dance
competitions and television shows. At
Williamette University in Salem, Ore., Wing was a featured
dancer and choreographer for the university’s theatre
department. It was there that she began to study acting.
After college, she continued her studies at San Francisco’s
American Conservatory Theatre and developed on-screen
techniques at the Academy of Art University. Some of her
past projects include the independent short film “Betrayal”
and a national spec ad for Axe Deodorant. She lives in San
Francisco, Calif.

Jake Hanson (Nick) has performed with
professional musical theatre and
ballet companies nationwide. Some of
his past stage credits include singing
and dancing roles in “Cats,” “Grease,”
“Cabaret” and “Gypsy.” He has also had
leading roles in ballets such as “The Nutcracker,”
“Sleeping Beauty” and “Paquita.” He studied at San
Francisco’s American Conservatory Theatre and the Joffrey
Ballet in New York City. He will soon be appearing in Walt
Disney’s stage production of “Beauty and the Beast.” Hanson
is determined to make his mark in Broadway musicals and
plans on “defying gravity” the rest of his life. Hanson is
also an accomplished chef.

He lives in Healdsburg, Calif.

Gillian Croen (Katie) has appeared in several stage
productions in the Bay Area. At the age of 5, she was an
extra in the Bob Hoskins’ comedy “The Favor, the Watch and
the Very Big Fish.” Croen also writes poetry and is a
reading tutor for children. She lives in Los Altos Hills,
Calif.

David Machlan (Tim) grew up in a small farm town before
moving to California. He lived in Hollywood, where he
attended music school. He began studying music at the age

of 12 and has been playing the drums for nearly 30 years.
He embraced acting with a performance in high school and
years later portrayed an obsessed stalker in the
independent feature film “The Vigilante Memoirs.” Machlan
enjoys cooking and running. He lives with his wife in San
Francisco, Calif.

Michelle H. Rydberg (Summer) grew up in the Bay Area before
moving to Southern California to attend Loyola Marymount
University, where she attained a bachelor’s degree in
English. Rydberg has strong interest in poetry,
screenwriting and acting. She currently studies acting at
Bay Area Acting Studio and First Take, and has been growing
as a bilingual (Spanish) performer. She lives in Santa
Clara, Calif.

Trent Oler (John) has starred in the independent short
films “Calm,” “Blackout” and “Quicksand.” At the age of 8,
he appeared in a television commercial alongside Hall of
Fame quarterback Joe Montana. His primary interest is
animals. He has raised and cared for many varied species,
including geckos, snakes, chameleons and tarantulas. He is
also an experienced computer and electronics technician.
Oler lives in San Mateo, Calif.

ABOUT THE FILMMAKERS

Nathan Logan Hanley
(writer/director/producer) has been
writing and directing independent
films for more than 10 years.
Immediately after high school, he
wrote and directed his first short
film, “After the Incident,” about what happens after an
over-protective boyfriend murders his lover’s uncle.

He

then began collaborating with his twin brother, Tyler
Hanley. He wrote and directed four more short films:
“Calm,” “Blackout,” “Quicksand” and “The Black Knights.”
“The Black Knights” appeared in several film festivals
nationwide. He studied screenwriting at Stanford
University, after which he wrote and directed his first
feature. “Duck Duck Goose” detailed the grizzly reunion of
seven high-school classmates swept up in a lunatic’s
fantasy. He followed that with “The Vigilante Memoirs,”
about a trio’s ill-fated attempts at vigilante justice.
Nathan also served as editor and director of photography on
all seven of his pictures. Aside from filmmaking, Nathan
holds a passion for music. He is the singer/songwriter for
folk-rock band Harvest, and has made solo appearances
throughout the Bay Area. He lives with his brother in Menlo
Park, Calif.

Tyler Hanley (producer) has co-produced five short films
and two features alongside his brother, Nathan Logan
Hanley. Together the twins have produced the shorts “After
the Incident,” “Calm,” “Blackout,” “Quicksand” and “The
Black Knights.” They have produced the features “Duck Duck
Goose” and “The Vigilante Memoirs.” He is also an awardwinning print journalist (Peninsula Press Club, 2002-2004).

J. Jesse Harley (producer) has written, directed and
produced three feature-length projects: “Blood Brothers,”
“The Gathering” and “Stone Tears” (W.A.V.E. Award
finalist). He wrote and co-produced “The Gargoyle” and is
currently in post-production on a documentary about Bay
Area stand-up comics.

Philip Talsky (sound design) has been involved in
production sound for more than three years.
start on “Halloween 9:
was a lead actor.

He got his

Return to Haddonfield,” in which he

One day they handed him the boom and

said: “Hold this.” The rest is history.

He now has more

than 20 shorts, television shows, and feature films to his
credit as production sound mixer/recordist and sound
designer.

He is also the executive producer for

IndieFilmPhiles, a television series featuring short films

and animations in a festival format.

He is based in

Northern California.

Drennon Davis and Ian Nansen (music) have been studying and
performing music in the Bay Area for more than five years.
Davis plays a variety of musical instruments, including
guitar, drums and bass. He has recorded music for several
film projects, such as the Hanley Brothers’ second feature,
“The Vigilante Memoirs.” Davis is also an accomplished
stand-up comedian and has built a strong following under
the moniker “Mr. D.” Nansen has performed with several
bands and is currently earning his bachelor’s degree in
Recording Arts at San Francisco State University. Davis
lives in Los Altos Hills, Calif., and Nansen lives in San
Francisco, Calif.

CAST

Michael Cohlman

Katie Coursin

Ashleigh Carr

Tim Hogan

Cully McDonough

Nick Bishop

Ayvin Parker

Summer Ryan

Tate Cole

John Bodie

Michael's Boss

GILLIAN CROEN

Sara

DAVID MACHLAN

TYLER HANLEY

JAKE HANSON

NINA KATE

MICHELLE H. RYDBERG

J. JESSE HARLEY

TRENT OLER

BRIA WING

KIERAN CHAVEZ

CODY PAGE

RONEET RAHAMIM

Audition room actors
JILLIAN SCHAEFER
NAOMI CRYSTAL
VANESSA FARIAS

Newscasters
REBECCA WALLACE
VERNON NELLIS
EVIE MARQUEZ
JENNIFER AQUINO
MICHAEL HOWARD
JAY THORWALDSON

Bar Patron
SHANNON WHITE

PRODUCTION

Sound Design
PHILIP TALSKY

Boom Operator
SHAWN HANLEY

Editor

NATHAN LOGAN HANLEY

Website Design
NIKI CASTELLO

Still Photography
NORBERT von der GROEBEN
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MUSIC

“Rehearsal Theme”
Written and Performed by Drennon Davis and Ian Nansen

“Lay Your Head”
Written and Performed by Ian Nansen

“Flood”

Written and Performed by Michael Flynn
Courtesy of Harvest

“Something Spooky”
Written and Performed by Drennon Davis and Ian Nansen

“Track 2”
Written and Performed by Drennon Davis

“Shake”
Written and Performed by Drennon Davis and Ian Nansen

“Slickie’s In”
Written and Performed by Drennon Davis

Filmed on location in Menlo Park, Portola Valley, Bear
Valley, Palo Alto and San Francisco, California.
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